Gold Exploration in Ghana, West Africa
Castle Peak Mining Ltd. (TSX-V: CAP) is a Canadian-based junior explorer focused on creating long term value through the definition of a
pipeline of high potential prospects. The Company holds a strategic land package in Ghana's prolific Ashanti gold belt, which has yielded
past production of >120 million ounces*; Ghana is the second largest gold producer in Africa. Within 50 kilometres of Castle Peak's
Akorade Project there are five producing gold deposits.
The Company currently carries a preliminary mineral resource estimate of 275,000 tons at 8.6 g/t Au for a total of 76,000 inferred
ounces**. The current resource models a single shoot on the Apankrah structure, with potential increases in the resource base possible
by evaluating the four other known structures with the Apankrah Target Area. Results from initial metallurgical testing completed on
composite samples of mineralized material from the Apankrah Shoot resource indicate gold recovery of >97%.
The Company has built a solid approach to understanding the two key structural trends on its 225 square kilometer land package.
Castle Peak's proposed staged development of the high grade Apankrah Target Area with eventual expansion to potentially larger
deposits within key structural corridors provides a solid strategy for increasing shareholder value and attracting partnership interest.

Initial HIGH GRADE DISCOVERY and GROWTH POTENTIAL
The Apankrah Shoot has been modeled at 275,000 tons at
8.6 g/t Au for a total of 76,000 inferred ounces of gold**.
This is one of only a handful of high grade projects in West
Africa, and one of only a few in Ghana.
The Apankrah Shoot is a single shoot within the Apankrah
structure, which is situated immediately south of two
parallel structures (Nana and Scorpio), where high grade
mineralization with visible gold has been intersected in first
pass drilling.
The Company has identified a number of other structural
targets in the area. High priority target areas include:
Scorpio, the Apankrah north offset, the western extension
of the Apankrah structure intersecting the granite contact,
the Nana IP anomaly, the IP anomaly and historical artisanal
workings and strong geochemical anomalies. These targets
remain a top priority for further exploration designed to
expand the high grade mineral resource base.

Investment Highlights:





Located in the politically stable, mining friendly jurisdiction of Ghana
~225 sq. km’s covering two key structural trends in the Southern Ashanti belt
Initial high grade resource, and systematic exploration program
Management team with positive relationships and respected track records

*Gold Deposits of Ghana. (2002) Griffis, R. et al.
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The Company continually compiles newly acquired
information for on-going target generation and
prioritization; evaluating inferred structure and
geology utilising deposit model analogs and
supporting geochemical and geophysical data.
CAP holds a considerable land position along two
significant structural corridors:
1. North-South Corridor hosting a +12 kilometre
gold-in-soil anomaly, which lies immediately
adjacent to the Apankrah Target Area
 This geologically complex area hosts local
similarities to both Chirano (northern
portion of corridor) and Nzema (southern
portion of the corridor)
2. North-East Corridor running along the largely
underexplored southern Birimian-Tarkwaian
structural boundary zone
 Many large tonnage deposits have been
mined along the northern Tarkwaian
boundary but potential is now being
recognized along the southern Tarkwaian
boundary
 Known deposits along this structural
corridor include Damang, Wassa and Akyem
all of which are exploration models within
our prospecting licenses
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Next Steps


Expand and Advance the high-grade Apankrah deposit
BY prioritizing and evaluating high grade targets



Field follow up and target refinement based on data compilation/prioritization
AND revise as new data comes available



SEEK appropriate partners to unlock the exploration value of the property

** Technical information has been reviewed and approved by Darren Lindsay, P. Geo., who serves as a Qualified Person under the definition of NI 43-101. The
mineral resource estimate referenced here is described in the “NI 43-101 Technical Report on the Apankrah Project, Western Region, Ghana” dated June 1, 2013,
prepared by S.M.Smith of SEMS Exploration, an independent Qualified Person as defined by NI 43-101. A copy of the report is filed under the Company’s profile on
SEDAR at www.sedar.com and on the Castle Peak website. The inferred mineral resource has an effective date June 1, 2013. Mineral resources are reported at a
cut-off grade of 2 grams per tonne (‘g/t’) gold (‘Au’). Cut-off grades are based on a price of $1,400 USD/oz Au. All figures are rounded to reflect the relative
accuracy of the estimate.
Except for statements of historical fact, this document contains certain ‘forward-looking information’ and ‘forward-looking statements’ within the meaning of
applicable securities laws including statements regarding potential exploration and development at the Akorade Project. Such forward-looking statements are based
on the opinions and estimates of management at the date the statements are made, and are subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and assumptions
that could cause actual results to vary materially from the anticipated results or events predicted in these forward-looking statements, including those risk factors
identified in the Company’s Annual MD&A filed under the Company’s SEDAR profile. As a result, readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these
forward-looking statements. Except as required by applicable law, Castle Peak disclaims any intention and assumes no obligation to update or revise any forwardlooking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
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